SAVE MONEY WITH A COOLING KIT!
WE’VE BUNDLED OUR MOST POPULAR COOLING VESTS AND
ACCESSORIES INTO KITS SOLD AT A DISCOUNTED PRICE!
Use the products separately as needed or together for maximum cooling.

DELUXE ADJUSTABLE FIT
COOLING VEST (#KMVZ)
WITH (5 TO 12) 4.5” X 6”
COOLING PACKS

HOME & AWAY KITS:
Our "Home and Away" Kits include both cooling pack technologies: a set of Kool Max®
frozen water-based packs and a set of Cool58® 58°F phase change packs. Kool Max® packs
are the best choice when you're at home or anywhere with access to a freezer. Cool58®
packs can be reactivated on-the-go in a cooler of ice water when you're traveling!
These kits are available with every style of cooling pack vest.

COOL58® PHASE CHANGE
COOLING ACCESSORIES KIT:

COOL COMFORT®
SPORTS KIT:

Includes our best cooling accessories
for before, during, and after exercise:
your choice of Cool58® Hat, a Cool58®
Deluxe Neck Wrap, and a pair of Cool58®
Performance Quick Dry Wrist Wraps.
Accessories target key arteries for the
ultimate cooling.

Includes a Sports Vest, a neck
band, and a pair of wrist and
ankle wraps. This hybrid cooling
system combines the efficient
cooling power of evaporation
with the direct cooling of
frozen water.

THIS VEST IS COMPATIBLE WITH BOTH
KOOL MAX® AND COOL58® COOLING PACKS.
STYLE CHOSEN:
ZIPPER VEST

The Active Ice® circulating cold water
therapy system is great for drug-free pain
relief after injury or post-surgery. With
more than ten different body-part specific
therapy pads, we have you covered!
These systems are designed to be
used anywhere and provide effective
treatment for reducing pain and
inflammation, and facilitating recovery.
Great for knees, shoulders, backs, hips,
ankles, elbows, calves, limbs, and more.

Polar Products is a family-owned company with over
35 years of experience manufacturing effective, high-quality
and affordable body cooling and therapy products.

BREATHABLE, EASY-CLEAN NYLON

COOLING PACKS CHOSEN:

HOT/COLD THERAPY PRODUCTS
ACTIVE ICE® COLD
THERAPY SYSTEMS

VELCRO VEST

MATERIAL CHOSEN:
COTTON

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM POLAR:

PONCHO VEST

KOOL MAX® WATER-BASED COOLING PACKS

SOFT ICE®

Reusable cold/
hot packs and
compression
wraps to reduce
inflammation.

THERA-TEMP®
Microwavable
moist heat wraps
offer relief of
chronic pain.

polarproducts.com
800.763.8423

Reusable, water-based packs require access to a freezer and offer
the highest level of cooling energy. It’s science! It takes more
energy to charge these packs in a freezer and in return, the packs
offer greater cooling energy for a longer time.
COOL58® PHASE CHANGE COOLING PACKS
Reusable, phase change packs fully charge (freeze) at 58°F (14.4°C)
and provide a comfortable, constant cooling temperature of 58°F.
Ideal choice when freezers are not available; these packs can be
activated in 20 minutes in a container of ice water! Additional time
required if activating packs in the refrigerator or freezer.

If you have any questions or concerns
regarding your product, please contact our
customer service at 800.763.8423 or send
an e-mail to polar@polarproducts.com.
We will be happy to help!

MINIMAL WEIGHT,
MAXIMUM COVERAGE
The number of pack pockets sewn into
the vest varies according to vest size.
This allows maximum cooling pack
coverage according to the size of the
person while minimizing the weight.
The location of the packs along the
spine in the back also maximizes the
cooling effect while minimizing weight.

FLEXIBILITY TO MEET
YOUR COOLING NEEDS
Individual packs allow maximum
flexibility in varying the number of
packs used. This allows for customizing
the vest weight and location of cooling.

QUALITY MATERIALS
Polar’s cooling vests are designed
and constructed for long term
performance. They will last for many
years with proper care, maintenance
and storage.

IMPROVES PERFORMANCE,
SAFETY AND COMFORT
Cooling lessens the debilitating effects
of heat during work, athletics and
day-to-day life.

ACTIVATION & USE INSTRUCTIONS
WARNINGS
AND CAUTIONS
KOOL MAX® NON-TOXIC
WATER-BASED
COOLING PACKS:
Polar Products recommends that
all cooling products activated in
a freezer be worn over clothing
or other fabric layers to regulate
the products’ cooling potential.
The amount of layering required
to ensure the highest level of
cooling and comfort will vary
from person to person and is
strictly the responsibility of each
individual user.
COOL58® NON-TOXIC
COOLING PACKS:
In case of pack rupture or
leakage, discontinue use
immediately. Although
encapsulated material is nontoxic, it can cause a skin rash.
Flush exposed area with warm,
soapy water and wash with
baking soda.
Contact physician immediately
if swallowed or in case of eye
exposure. Wash all exposed
products with baking soda and
detergent in warm water.
Do not expose cooling packs
to heated equipment and/or
environments exceeding 300°F.
Note: Please contact us to
request a Material Safety
Data Sheet.

CAUTION:
Consult your healthcare
provider prior to using this
or any cooling products for a
medical condition.
Polar Products, Inc. will not be
liable for injuries or damages
resulting from misuse or
misapplication of our products.

WEARING YOUR VEST
Our high-quality vests are constructed of cotton or
nylon fabric. The vest should fit snug to the body for
optimal performance. The vest provides adjustable
fit through the use of hook and loop straps at the
shoulders, chest and waist. Simply place the vest on
your body and adjust for a snug fit.

PLACEMENT OF PACKS
The vest uses 5 to 12 individual 4.5” x 6” cooling packs.
Not all packs must be used with the vest. Each person
may customize the number of packs used and the
location of the packs. Some people find they may only
need a few packs on the back for instance, others want
to use them all. It is your choice!

USING THE KOOL MAX® COOLING PACKS
Place the packs flat into a freezer until frozen hard. For best results, store the packs in
the freezer, so they’re ready when you are. When ready to use, simply remove the packs
from the freezer and place in the insulated pockets in the vest. Frozen packs may be
transported or stored in a cooler for later use.

HEAR WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS
HAVE TO SAY ABOUT OUR
COOLING VESTS!
“Your cooling vests are amazing. I have RA and
take Methotrexate, and as a result I am very heat
intolerant. I received my vest last week and was
able to be outside in 100-degree heat for two
hours and didn’t over heat! Thank you for making
these life changing products.”

“My first time wearing it was in the Midwest’s
hot and humid weather. It kept me so
comfortably cool that I forgot I was wearing
it. I am so happy to have this vest! I can do
things that the heat would make impossible
to do without the vest. A life changer!”

Note: Additional time required if activating packs in the refrigerator or freezer.

– Margo in Florida

Kool Max® packs provide cooling for up to 4 hours in any climate; Cool58® packs provide
cooling for up to 3 hours in any climate. Cooling times are estimates.
The length of time Kool Max® and Cool58® cooling vests will cool depends on many
factors, including the activity and body metabolism of the person wearing the vest and the
temperature of the environment. The cooling potential may also be adjusted by wearing
one or more layers of clothing between the body and the vest.
Note: One or more layers of insulating fabric should always be worn between the skin
and the cooling pack when using the packs from the freezer.

“My wife has had a Polar Kool Max vest for
over 10 years to help her deal with the heat
- she has MS. We’re looking at five or six
days with temps around 90 this week, and
she would be stuck in the house without this
cooling vest. It is invaluable at times like this.”

Cooling Packs: Packs may be wiped clean with a damp cloth.
Note: Store packs in freezer or cool, dry environment when not in use.

– Johnathan in North Carolina

Vest: For cotton vests, hand wash in cool water with a mild detergent. Hang in a
well-ventilated area to dry. For nylon vests, wipe down with a damp cloth or anti-bacterial
disinfecting wipe. It may also be cleaned by hand washing in cool water with a mild
detergent. Hang in a well-ventilated area to dry.

WOMEN’S
FASHION VESTS

MEN’S
FASHION VESTS

HATS

TORSO VESTS

NECK WRAPS

HEAD WRAPS

ANKLE & WRIST WRAPS

BREAST & BRA
COOLERS

– Chip in California
“ My first experience with the vest yesterday
was wonderful. Absolutely met my expectations
and the craftsmanship of the vest and subsequent
cooling pack pockets is really well done.
Thanks for making a great product. I purchased
it after much research and I believe I made the
right decision.”

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

There is no “one size fits all” for cooling vests, and we
have a variety of cooling products allowing you to
customize your individual cooling needs.

– Judy in Minnesota

Place the packs flat into a container of ice water, refrigerator or freezer until fully-charged
(frozen hard). The packs turn solid white when they’re ready. When ready to use, simply
remove the packs from the ice water, refrigerator or freezer and place in the insulated
pockets in the vest.

COOLING DURATION

POLAR OFFERS SOLUTIONS FOR
COOLING EVERY BODY®!

– Holli in Texas

“Living in Florida, I can’t live without this. I
tell people about it all the time, and when
people ask me what I’m wearing, I make
them try it on. They are always so impressed
and wanting one for themselves! This is the
most amazing product invented on earth.”

USING THE COOL58® COOLING PACKS

ADDITIONAL
PRODUCTS

TESTIMONIALS

Polar Products provides natural,
drug-free relief from the heat!
Visit polarproducts.com to see our
full line of body cooling technologies
and products. For customer service,
call 800.763.8423.
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